Mapping the gene for juvenile onset neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis to chromosome 16 by linkage analysis.
The ceroid-lipofuscinoses are a group of inherited neurodegenerative disorders characterised by the accumulation of autofluorescent lipopigment in neurones and other cell types. The underlying biochemical defect is unknown. Juvenile onset neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis (Batten disease; Spielmeyer-Vogt disease) is an autosomal recessive trait. Linkage studies were undertaken to determine the location of the Batten disease (CLN3) mutation. Studies were carried out on 205 members of 42 families in which there were 76 affected individuals. Families originated from 7 North European countries and Canada. Serum samples from 23 families, including a total of 48 affected children, were tested for a set of "classical markers." A positive lod score was found with the haptoglobin (Hp) system. The combined male and female maximum lod score was 3.00 at theta = 0.00 and theta = 0.26, respectively. This provided an indication of localisation to the long arm of chromosome 16. Linkage analysis was then carried out in 42 families using DNA markers for loci on human chromosome 16. The maximal lod score between Batten disease and the locus D16S148 calculated for combined sexes was 6.05. No recombinants were observed. Multilocus analysis using 5 loci indicated the most likely order to be HP-D16S151-D16S150-CLN3-D16S148-D16S147. Work is in progress to refine the genetic and physical localisation of the Batten disease gene using additional markers in this region and a panel of somatic cell hybrids. Methods are now available which should allow the gene to be isolated and characterised.